1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Semantic processing is a core aspect of language comprehension and production. It permits the access to the meaning of words and, thus, orientation in the surrounding world by means of language production. A plethora of studies on this facet of language processing has focused on individuals with semantic dementia, post-stroke aphasia or temporal lobe resection ([@bb0205], [@bb0210]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0005]; [@bb0285]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0375]; [@bb0270]). However, individuals with brain tumor have received far less attention ([@bb0090]; [@bb0060]), and their intraoperative assessment has mainly focused on naming abilities (for a review: [@bb2000]). The interest in this specific population becomes critical in the context of electrical stimulation mapping (ESM) during awake brain surgery.

A large proportion of brain tumors grows in the deep white matter and can alter crucial linguistic pathways of the left hemisphere such as the uncinate (UF), the inferior longitudinal (ILF) and the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculi (IFOF; [@bb0025]). Traditionally, these tracts, along with their surrounding gray mater portions, have been associated with semantic processing, as proposed in dual stream models for language ([@bb0190]; [@bb0365]; [@bb0315]; [@bb0435]; [@bb0225]; [@bb0070]; [@bb0115]; Skeide & Friederici, 2016; [@bb0170]; [@bb0410]). Accordingly, the brain portions running dorsally to the central fissure may convert speech sounds into articulatory representations, whereas brain areas located south of this fissure might be involved in the processing of the meaning of words. Importantly, the essential role of the posterior MTG (pMTG) as a semantic processing "hub" has been recently proposed, mostly due to the large functional and structural connectivity observed in this brain area ([@bb0065]; [@bb0260]; [@bb0085]; [@bb0415]). For instance, [@bb3000] used DTI and resting-state functional connectivity analyses to show that the ventral WM matter pathways (ILF and IFOF) as well as the direct and indirect parieto-temporal branches of the arcuate faciculus (AF) intersect with the pMTG (see also: [@bb0150]). These structural connections are crucial for the fast communication and transfer of information between other inter- and intra-hemispheric temporal regions, inferior parietal and frontal regions (especially the orbital part of the inferior frontal cortex, BA47). This rich connectivity is probably necessary to properly bind arbitrary lexical representations (words) into a disperse set of representations supported by semantic-conceptual networks (including multisensory-motor representations as well as more abstract type of associations; [@bb0010]). Besides the MTG, the anterior part of the temporal lobe (ATL), where the ILF and UF converge, has been suggested to act as a representational hub that may contribute to refining various modality-specific sources of information (sensory, motor and verbal) into coherent concepts ([@bb0350]; [@bb0295]).

To the best of our knowledge, only a handful of studies in individuals with brain tumor have reported observations related to the intraoperative monitoring of semantic processing at the deep WM level. For instance, [@bb0155] found that electrical stimulation of the superior temporal sulcus, the anterior floor of the external capsule, the frontal IFOF terminations and the IFOF itself are the most likely to induce errors of semantic nature (paraphasias). Supporting these observations, Almairac and collaborators (2014) performed a voxel-lesion symptom mapping analysis (VLSM) showing a strong relationship between IFOF integrity and the level of performance on a verbal fluency task. Notice, however, that verbal fluency does not only measure semantic processing, but rather how easily, fluidly, and imaginatively a person can retrieve stored knowledge to produce a particular output ([@bb0050]). Thus, the level of performance on this task also involves cognitive control mechanisms distinct from pure semantic processing, such as voluntary generation of non-overlearned responses based on sustained activation and selection between possible outputs ([@bb0335]; [@bb0370]; [@bb0405]). The lack of semantic specificity of the verbal fluency task used in these studies allows the interpretation of the results of [@bb0015] in terms of involvement of cognitive control mechanisms during semantic retrieval rather than strictly semantic processing. Therefore, other types of cognitive tasks are needed or could be more relevant to precisely study semantic processing during awake brain surgery.

In addition, within the ventral WM pathways triad, the involvement of the IFOF in semantic processing is the most debatable. While the ILF and UF directly project to the areas traditionally related to semantic processing such as the ATL ([@bb0360]; for a review [@bb4000]), the IFOF does not ([@bb0110]; [@bb6000]; but see also, Turken & Dronkers, 2011). Instead, this long horizontal tract reaches the frontal cortex, and thus may subserve functions commonly attributed to the anterior prefrontal cortex, such as cognitive control processes needed for the correct performance on fluency tasks ([@bb0215]; [@bb0035], 2014; [@bb0080]; [@bb0120]). Interestingly, [@bb0205] observed that specific semantic access impairment might arise in individuals with damage encompassing the left inferior frontal cortex. These results suggested a possible role of the IFOF in semantic processing in which semantic selection and lexical retrieval are linked with difficulties in controlling activation within this specific network.

1.1. Rationale and development of the study {#s0010}
-------------------------------------------

In the present study, we aimed to explore the direct relationship between ventral pathways for language (IFOF and ILF) and semantic processing during intraoperative electrical stimulation of the left temporal lobe white matter in individuals with brain tumor. We also used a voxel lesion symptom mapping approach (VLSM, [@bb0055]) combined with a track-wise lesion analysis (Tractotron; [@bb0400]) to accurately delineate the relationships between the precise lesion location, the integrity of the ILF, IFOF and UF and the level of performance on the different semantic tasks. We first evaluated participants before surgery using a set of naming and semantic matching tasks that are known to tap into different aspects of semantic processing. Specifically, we used four semantic matching tasks for preoperative screening and two of them for intraoperative monitoring (see methods). These tasks allowed us to explore conceptual knowledge based on: visual semantic matching on material varying in complexity (Pyramids and Palm Trees and Camel and Cactus tests) and auditory to picture matching (Environment Sounds Recognition test). We explored lexical semantics by carrying out words matching on items varying in their frequency and imageability (Semantic Pairs Task, see methods). Additionally, we evaluated participants\' lexical access abilities with the Boston Naming Test and we calculated the number of semantic paraphasias. In addition, high resolution T1 weighted (and T2 or FLAIR) and diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) data were obtained before surgery. Preoperatively, we used these neuroimaging data to prepare the intraoperative neuronavigation (and thus a correct identification of IFOF/ILF vicinity). After completing the entire sample, we gathered anatomical T1 and T2 or FLAIR data to outline the lesions extent, compare their precise location with participants\' performance on the tasks of interest and calculate the lesion volume. For the intraoperative procedures, we selected the naming, PPT and SPT tests. Each of these measures was individually tailored for participants\' preoperative performance in a way that the individuals entered the surgical room at 100% level of accuracy in the tasks. Also, this allowed the participants to be familiarized with tasks instructions. In this manner, we assumed that any error occurring during the surgery might be interpreted as a result of electrical stimulation and not due to the individuals\' prior semantic knowledge. Importantly, the same neuropsychologist-experimenter accompanied participants both before and during the surgery.

We hypothesized that: (1) electrical stimulation at the level of IFOF/ILF vicinity should significantly impair performance on semantic matching tasks and induce semantic paraphasias, (2) lesion-symptom analyses should reveal significant relationships between the damaged areas within the ventral pathways for language, and both the number of semantic paraphasias during naming and semantic matching scores (both assessed preoperatively). Additionally, we explored lesion-symptom relationship for the gold-standard naming task (i.e., BNT) to confirm our methodological choices ([@bb0045]).

2. Materials and methods {#s0015}
========================

2.1. Sample {#s0020}
-----------

The study sample was collected during the period from 2012 to 2016 and comprised of 62 participants (28 females) whose intrinsic brain lesions (39 high-grade tumors, 15 low-grade tumors, and seven vascular malformations, see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}) infiltrated the deep WM of the left perisylvian language-related areas. All individuals underwent presurgical screening at the Neurology and Neurosurgery Departments of the Hospital Universitari of Bellvitge (Barcelona), permitting to qualify 55 of them for the awake brain surgery. Finally, according to each participant\'s lesion location and his/her preoperative performance, 16 individuals underwent the intraoperative monitoring for semantic processing ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). The study protocol was accepted by the Hospital Universitari of Bellvitge Ethical Committee in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and the participants signed the informed consent for the participation in the study.Table 1Participants\' demographic data and lesion main features.Table 1Participant\'s codeGender (female)Age (years)Education (years)Handedness (Edinburgh Inventory)Lesion typeWHO gradeLesion volume (ml)1P1.511210hemiangioblastoma419,02P2.461230glioblastoma4121,13P3.57610glioblastoma4146,64P4.451210diffuse astrocytoma249,05P6.221210diffuse astrocytoma293,76P7*f*571010glioblastoma449,77P8*f*64610metastasis of the parotid gland455,08P9*f*181110cavernomus angioma--3,49P10.231415diffuse astrocytoma221,810P11*f*331010cavernomus angioma--14,311P12.471045glioblastoma413,212P13.43810anaplasic astrocytoma3230,513P14.391243oligoastrocytoma3101,514P15.571210anaplasic oligodendroglioma379,015P16.57810diffuse astrocytoma247,416P17*f*471046anaplastic oligoastrocytoma388,417P18*f*37610anaplastic oligoastrocytoma320,818P19.421010anaplastic oligoastrocytoma3254,019P20.621210glioblastoma426,820P21.451410glioblastoma419,121P22*f*67310glioblastoma442,122P23*f*56810glioblastoma4130,723P24.57810glioblastoma433,324P25*f*411210diffuse astrocytoma2125,225P26*f*67810glioblastoma442,326P27.59810diffuse large B-cell lymphoma3--4134,327P28*f*621310gliosarcoma4124,728P29.40810diffuse (fibrillar) astrocytoma251,729P30*f*451710oligodendroglioma261,330P31.651010oligodendroglioma285,831P32.471210diffuse astrocytoma2179,032P33*f*601010glioblastoma497,433P34.402010glioblastoma4135,234P35*f*661010glioblastoma474,535P36*f*301035oligoastrocytoma299,136P37*f*391510glioblastoma with oligodendroglial component4218,037P38.281210diffuse astrocytoma2124,338P39*f*491210arterovenous malformation--2,939P40.65410glioblastoma with oligodendroglial component498,840P41*f*61410glioblastoma434,641P42*f*391510arterovenous malformation--130,342P43.251010glioma3--4285,143P44.401540glioblastoma4176,844P45.371510oligoastrocytoma369,045P46.281210oligoastrocytoma2185,746P47.401216low-grade glioma[⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}265,447P49*f*67810glioblastoma459,848P50*f*531210glioblastoma414,749P51*f*331810glioblastoma428,350P52.681210glioblastoma4132,351P53*f*451510metastasis of carcinoma3--479,652P56.381810oligondrendroglioma296,753P57*f*381210anaplastic astrocytoma333,454P58.351010oligodendroglioma223,055P59*f*301210arterovenous malformation--4,156P60.541010anaplastic astrocytoma314,757P61*f*441010cavernomus angioma--1,758P62f351010diffuse astrocytoma210,959P63.331610anaplastic oligodendroglioma354,660P64f351510cavernomus angioma--0,461P65.60410anaplastic astrocytoma335,162P66.351810glioblastoma4163,0∑ 28\
womenM = 45.8\
SD = 11.1M = 11.1\
SD = 3.6M = 13.1\
SD = 9.0.∑ 31 HG\
∑ 16 LGM = 80.9\
SD = 66.8[^1][^2]Fig. 1White background: DTI virtual in-vivo dissections of the tracts of interest ILF/UF/IFOF superimposed on the T1 weighted images of 16 individuals who performed the intraoperative monitoring of semantic processing during the awake brain surgery (DTI data from participants 31 and 36 were not available). On the right side of each brain image- the proportion of possible tract damage calculated using Tractotron is reported (only the tracts in which the probability of disconnection surpassed 50% are marked in colors, otherwise in black). Below each brain image, the percentage of correct responses on the Semantic Pairs Task is depicted (light gray color-chance level (33%), yellow-correct responses, black-error rate). Dark-gray background: Lesion overlap for the 16 individuals undergoing semantic processing intraoperative assessment, lesions outlines normalized to MNI. All the images are presented in the neurological convention.Fig. 1

2.2. Neuropsychological and language assessment {#s0025}
-----------------------------------------------

### 2.2.1. Before surgery {#s0030}

The presurgical assessment protocol included both standard and specific (semantic processing) language and neuropsychological tests. As part of standard evaluation, the following measures were collected: handedness (Edinburgh Inventory; [@bb0290]), verbal comprehension (The Token Test; [@bb0135]), semantic (animals) and phonological (letter 'p') verbal fluency, attention and working memory (Digit Span -- Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale; [@bb0430]). Spanish normative data for these tasks scoring was obtained from the Neuronorma database by Peña-Casanova and collaborators ([@bb0300]; [@bb0305]; [@bb0310]; [@bb0030]; [@bb0100]) and from the Spanish adaptation of the Wechsler Memory scale, III edition ([@bb0425]). Before surgery, two kinds of naming tasks were administered: the Boston Naming Test (BNT, [@bb0175]) and a homemade simplified naming task ([@bb7000]). The BNT was carried out to allow comparison with normative data and the simplified naming was a screening task allowing tailoring of the task for intrasurgical monitoring (65% of this task completion was a criterion for inclusion in the study). Additionally, these tasks allowed us to accurately compute the number of semantic paraphasias. For specific semantic processing evaluation, participants were also administered the Semantic Pairs Task -- SPT (adapted to Spanish from the original 96 synonym judgment task; see [@bb0210]), Pyramids and Palm Trees Test (PPT, [@bb0195]), Camel and Cactus Test (CCT, [@bb8000]) and Environmental Sound Recognition Test (or, shortly "The Sounds Task"; [@bb8000]). All the aforementioned tasks required semantic matching in which the participants were instructed to find the best combinations between: (1) the target image and its best match from two other drawings (PPT, black and white line drawings) or four other images (CCT, color images); (2) the target environmental sound and its best match between six images (3) a target word and its best match between three proposed options (SPT). PPT is a task widely used in clinics, the CCT was downloaded from the open database (The Cambridge Semantic Memory Test Battery, [@bb0005]) and the Environmental Sounds Test was provided from the author upon request (Bozeat et al., 2000). The PPT, CCT, and Sounds tasks were presented to the participants on a laptop computer screen. SPT was a modified version of the original 96 Synonym Judgment Task adapted to Spanish criteria of frequency ([@bb0130]) and imageability. We further used the low and high ranges of frequency and imageability, resulting in 64 items and a 2 × 2 design. Both indices were varied orthogonally, resulting in sixteen trials in each of the four frequency by imageability conditions. The SPT task was presented to participants by showing the target word and 3 options of response on a computer screen and was additionally read aloud by the experimenter (JS or MJ).

Additionally to the distinct ranges of frequency and imageability created during this task design, we have retrospectively checked whether the Accessibility Index ([@bb0280]) of the items could also influence participants\' scores. To do so, the Spanish adapted SPT task was translated back to English and after scanning the database, 48 items could have been normed. On its basis, a median range of Accessibility Index (AccInd) was determined (Md = 11) and the items with AccInd \> median were sorted as "High AccInd", and those with AccInd \< median as "Low AccInd". Items that hit the median were excluded, as well as one item of extremely high AccInd ("money" with AccInd = 302). In this way, 44 items covered these two newly formed ranges (22 Low AccInd + 22 High AccInd).

For the presurgical assessment, normative data for the PPT task were obtained from [@bb0185], the scores in the SPT task were compared to those of a control sample tested for this purpose (see results). The results on CCT and Sound task were expressed as a percentage of accuracy.

### 2.2.2. Intraoperatively {#s0035}

During the surgery, only the simplified version of naming task was carried out, and again, the number of semantic paraphasias was calculated. In terms of experimental tasks, we used only the PPT and SPT. This time, for the SPT task we created an additional category for comparison - task difficulty, where low difficulty ("easy") items were those of high frequency and high imageability (HF/HI) and high difficulty ("difficult") items were those of low frequency and low imageability (LF/LI). Besides the brain tumor group, 40 healthy controls matched for age, gender and education were assessed with SPT task in order to obtain normative scores.

Intraoperative tasks were registered on a tailored response sheet and were audio recorded. A naming item was considered correct if the response was produced immediately after the image presentation, otherwise it was classified as one of the following error types: latency (delay), missing (anomia), language switching, circumlocution (description of a specific concept or object without using its specific name-label), phonological paraphasia (inclusion, substitution, or deletion of word phonemes up to 50% of the target word, for example, pable for table) and semantic paraphasia (substitution of an intended word with another one, within the same or different category, for example pear or shoe for apple), the latter being of special interest for this study. For the SPT and PPT, the item was scored as "correct" only if a correct response was indicated within 3 s after the presentation of the slide. The scoring sheets were compared to the audio recordings by the main experimenter (JS) after the surgery and corrected accordingly. The intraoperative results in naming were expressed as a proportion between accurately named items/all the presented items and the number of semantic paraphasias/all the presented items. The results in PPT and SPT were expressed as a proportion between correct responses/presented items.

2.3. Brain imaging data {#s0040}
-----------------------

The anatomical (T1 and/or T2 weighted and/or FLAIR and/or diffusion-weighted MRI) images were collected before surgery at the Hospital Universitari de Bellvitge and the Duran i Reynals Hospital (if participants were redirected from a distinct area, their raw anatomical data were obtained upon request. For more detailed information consult our previous work: [@bb0385]). Data necessary for lesion-symptom analyses (track-wise and VLSM) were obtained by drawing the lesion outline in the native space using MRIcron software package (<http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/crnl/mricron/>; [@bb0355]). All lesion outlines were delineated by the same experimenter (JS) in the axial plane and further smoothed for sharp edges ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} for the visualization of lesions). Further, the unified segmentation ([@bb9000]) with medium regularization and cost function masking (CFM) was applied to the T1 weighted image using the resliced lesion mask, in order to obtain the normalization parameters ([@bb0020]; [@bb0075]; [@bb0325]). Then, using these parameters, both the T1 image and the resliced lesion mask were normalized to MNI space. After the normalization, the experimenter reviewed the individual masks and T1 images confirming that no distortions occurred. Lesion volume was obtained by multiplying the number of voxels composing the lesion by the voxel size in the native space.

2.4. Voxel-based lesion symptom mapping (VLSM) {#s0045}
----------------------------------------------

VLSM was performed to explore the relationships between precise lesion location and language performance, voxel by voxel. This analysis is based on a division of participants into two groups: according to whether or not their lesion affected a particular voxel. Behavioral scores are then compared between these two groups, yielding a t-statistic for each voxel ([@bb0055]). We carried out the VLSM analysis for four preoperative measures: PPT, SPT, BNT (with the semantic paraphasias scored separately) reaching the final sample of N = 41, N = 40 and N = 62. (The analyses were not performed for CCT and the Sounds task due to an insufficient number of subjects completing the extended language/neuropsychological assessment protocol). To involve a particular voxel in the analysis, a minimum of 20% of individuals presenting a lesion in this location was required. VLSM was performed with Chris Rorden\'s nonparametric mapping software -- NPM (version June, 1, 2015) using 1000 permutations and Brunner-Munzel test. The results were displayed at a p \< .05 permutation-based family-wise error rate (permutation-based FWER) corrected threshold.

2.5. Track-wise lesion analysis {#s0050}
-------------------------------

We performed a track-wise lesion analysis, based on a method that uses an atlas of human adult white matter tracts, to explore the impact of lesions on the IFOF, ILF and UF ([@bb0395]). The Tractotron toolbox provides a percentage of likelihood for a specific tract to be disconnected, thus offering more information to describe the pattern of damage induced by the lesion. The probability and proportion of damage were calculated based on the comparison between the voxels depicting lesion distribution and a WM atlas, both within the MNI coordinates ([@bb0400]). We expressed the probability of tract disconnection in two ways: continuous and binary (preserved vs. disconnected -- if the probability of damage was higher than 50%, the tract was assumed to be disconnected, otherwise as "preserved").

In order to quantify the severity of disconnection, we calculated the proportion of disconnected tracts (voxels affected by a lesion/all voxels composing the tract) and treated them as a continuous variable in further analyses. To illustrate how the software estimates the tracts disconnection, we compared a high proportion of lesion impact on the UF and the virtual absence of this tract in individuals P2, P17 and P27 and a low proportion of lesion impact on this tract and its conservation in P6, P10 and P16 (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).

To further confirm the anatomical specificity of the white matter damage, the severity of disconnection was converted into z-values, allowing us to assess whether the IFOF, ILF, and UF were statistically more damaged than the assembly of major WM tracts of the human brain. Z-scores were calculated on the basis of mean proportion of 22 main WM tracts of participants, reproducing the methodology reported by [@bb0390]. Z-scores higher than 1.96 were considered as statistically more damaged than the mean being P \< .05, two-tailed statistical threshold for this analysis (see Table A in the supplementary material).

2.6. WM pathways visualization {#s0055}
------------------------------

In 14 individuals undergoing awake brain surgery and semantic processing monitoring, IFOF, ILF, and UF were dissected in vivo, for visualization purposes. The dissections were carried out according to the anatomical landmarks comprised in WM atlas ([@bb0110]) and replicating previously reported procedures (François et al., 2016; [@bb0380]). DWI data from two participants could not be obtained (P31 and P36), and thus we based our observations on both visual exams of lesion location and on IFOF, ILF, and UF track-wise analyses results.

2.7. Electrical stimulation mapping (ESM) {#s0060}
-----------------------------------------

We explored WM involvement in semantic processing intraoperatively using the SPT, PPT, and naming tasks (intrasurgical situation and time constraints allowed us to choose only three tasks from the preoperative protocol). Furthermore, we recorded participants\' online performance on the naming task to compute the number of semantic paraphasias in two stages of surgery: during the ESM procedures at the cortical level and during the tumoral resection/electrical stimulation at the WM level. On this basis, we extracted a global measure of error rates for each individual separately. Importantly, because both SPT and PPT tasks rely on semantic matching mechanisms, the participant needs to identify and process all the items presented in a particular trial (i.e. a target word and three possible responses for the SPT and a target image and two possible responses for the PPT). This higher cognitive load may be further translated to slower reaction time, in contrast to the immediate response in the naming tasks. For this reason, we focused on the electrical stimulation that was provoked by the mere resection of the tumor (see [@bb0095]) and thus of longer duration than the one applied at the brain cortex level (usually lasting for less than one second). Indeed, we tested participants simultaneously via the stimulation of tumor adjacent structures achieved using Cavitron Ultrasonic Surgical Aspirator (CUSA). This type of stimulation is comparable to the stimulation induced by the Ojemann cortical stimulator in ESM (the mechanism of CUSA was explained in the original paper [@bb0095] and in our previous publication, [@bb0385]). Thanks to a more long-lasting and widespread stimulation provoked by CUSA, we were able to test the performance on semantic processing tasks each time the surgical manipulations approached the level of the ventral WM pathways. Within the sample of 16 individuals undergoing surgery with semantic processing monitoring, we have only tested the tasks in the ILF/IFOF vicinity and/or intersection (UF was usually at a considerable distance from the main location of cranial exposure resultant form the fronto-temporo-parietal craniotomy). The online information about the IFOF/ILF level in tumoral resection and CUSA work was possible with the neuronavigation system using in vivo reconstructions for WM subcortical fasciculi (iplan, BrainLab TM).

2.8. Statistical analysis {#s0065}
-------------------------

The level of performance on the PPT, SPT, CCT, the Sound task and BNT tasks as well as the number of semantic paraphasias were not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test), therefore Spearman correlations were used. The correlations were computed between: (1) the lesion volume and the number of semantic paraphasias occurring during surgery, (2) the preoperative and intraoperative performances on the tasks of interest and, finally (3) individuals\' performance on these tasks and both the probability and proportion of tract disconnection (IFOF, ILF and UF).

Mann-Whitney U tests were used to test if level of performance depended on whether the tract was disconnected or preserved. The number of semantic paraphasias that occurred during surgical procedures at the cortical level or at the white matter level was compared using paired samples t-test. Similarly, the two levels of difficulty of the SPT task (easy versus difficult; 1), frequency effect (high versus low; 2), imageability effect (high versus low; 3), semantic accessibility effect (high versus low, 4), and the difference between PPT and SPT error rates (5) were assessed using paired samples t-test.

The threshold for significance was set at P = .05 (uncorrected). For correlations, we assumed that an increase in damage to the tract should be related with poorer performance on the task or to a more frequent occurrence of semantic paraphasias. Also, we assumed that the preoperative performance should not be inversely correlated with the intraoperative score. Therefore, one-tailed significance levels were considered.

All the aforementioned statistical analyses were performed with SPSS PASW Statistics 18 (SPSS Inc. Released 2009. PASW Statistics for Windows, Version 18.0. Chicago: SPSS Inc).

3. Results {#s0070}
==========

3.1. Preoperative assessment {#s0075}
----------------------------

Before surgery, 62 participants were assessed with the BNT, and a large proportion of them completed the PPT and SPT tasks (41 and 40 out of 62, respectively). Only a small number of participants were evaluated using the CCT (29) and the Sounds Task (19), usually due to fatigue. Overall, individuals scored the highest in the PPT task (above 90%) and had around 80% of accuracy in the remaining semantic tasks ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). The mean of the scaled scores on the BNT was of 7 (SD = 3.6).Table 2Participants\' preoperative performance on the tasks of interest.Table 2Participant\'s codeBNT SSPPT %SPT %CCT %The sounds task %NWR/401P112--8877--2P24--7743--253P36968163--324P4101009897--355P67908893--406P77987297--287P87447257--388P979081100--379P1099297----4010P114944483--3811P125966683883312P137733383943913P1479691----2114P1511988984193015P163987281792716P175927388983517P1881008388983618P192926783963819P206966380883020P217969591752521P2267975----4022P2339269----2023P24129277----3524P2528769--503325P2639297----126P279948384963527P286968888753728P29111007784923529P30111009888984030P312987778853931P322816164582332P332--------2633P341100------3834P3528361----3835P3621008490--3736P375----------37P3899486----2138P3999486----3539P4037755--6735**40**P4110--------3141P42258------3342P4379492951004043P446908883--3544P4510----------45P4614----90--3746P47285------3547P49119684--793948P5011--------2149P5114--------3950P522--------3851P539--------3252P565----------53P5714----------54P5899880------55P5912----------56P608----------57P6110----------58P6210----------59P637----------**60**P6410----------61P6510----------62P666----97----**Total participants624140291948Mean7.090.877.983.1780.832.9SD3.611.314.412.720.72.9**[^3]

A control group undergoing assessment on SPT task scored M = 60.7, SD = 2.45 on the total score of the task; M = 30.38, SD = 1.48 for the HF items, M = 30.33, SD = 1.37 for the LF items; M = 31.43, SD = 0.96 (HI items) and M = 29.28, SD = 2 (LI items). On the basis of these results from healthy population, we further calculated Z-scores to observe the extent to which individuals with brain tumor differed from the control sample. (Notice that the Z-scores where further used for the VLSM analyses. See [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} for the Z-score dependent difference in lesion locations).

3.2. Intraoperative semantic paraphasias {#s0080}
----------------------------------------

We replicated previously reported methodology, confirming the appearance of semantic paraphasias during tumoral resection at the level of the left temporal lobe ([@bb0155]; [@bb0345]). Additionally, we analyzed semantic errors as a function of the stages of surgery (electrical stimulation at the cortex level versus CUSA action at the WM level) and observed that the number of semantic paraphasias was significantly higher during resection of the tumor than during electrical stimulation at the cortical level (t(14) = 2.9; P = .012).

Furthermore, we observed that the number of semantic paraphasias occurring during tumor resection was predicted by lesion volume before surgery (r~s~(14) = 0.613; P = .008, see [Fig.2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} A). However, this type of error was particularly unusual during surgery (fifteen participants committed \<5% of semantic errors during the cortical ESM and during tumor resection the number of semantic paraphasias was lower than 5% in 8 participants, for the exact scores see [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). Thus, we sought complementary and more sensitive tasks to refine the intraoperative monitoring of semantic processing.Fig. 2Spearman correlations between: lesion volume and the proportion of semantic paraphasias produced during the tumoral resection (A) and between the percentages of errors committed during the Semantic Pairs Task before versus during the surgery (B).Fig. 2Table 3Intraoperative scores on the semantic matching tasks and semantic paraphasias amount.Table 3Participant\'s codeSem. paraph. at the cortex level (%)Sem. paraph. at the WM level (%)TOTAL PPT (%)TOTAL SPT (%)HF/HI SPT (%)LF/LI SPT (%)1P2226--7179592P637--7588603P1000--98100934P1201948393715P1449--81100546P1501968488737P1613946792578P17012837294179P20138074802910P2255--63732911P2667--92938112P27314--79967113P28338671805714P290392821005015P31312--60\*\*16P3600979110073**The number of participants16168161515Mean1.946.6390.2577.6990.458.27SD1.986.836.3910.588.8220.69**[^4]

3.3. Intraoperative semantic processing tasks performance {#s0085}
---------------------------------------------------------

Individuals presented errors in both tasks (PPT, SPT) intraoperatively ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). However, the error rate was higher for SPT than for the PPT (t(7) = −5.32, P = .001). Importantly, the presurgical performance on the SPT task significantly predicted the intrasurgical one (r~s~(15) = 0.548, P = .014, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} B), whereas there was no such effect for the PPT. Further, the SPT task allowed assessing semantic processing also in those individuals who presented a very low number of semantic paraphasias. Before surgery, we observed the effects of both imageability and frequency within the SPT task (t(39) = 2.07, P = .045; t(39) = 2.16, P = .037, respectively), Similar effects were found for the semantic Accessibility Index (t(39) = 6.78, P \< .0001). Intrasurgically, the frequency effect disappeared (P = .062) and the imageability and semantic accessibility effects both remained (t(14) =8.06, P \< .001 and t(14) =2.78, P = .015). During brain tumor removal, participants committed significantly more errors for "difficult" items (low frequency and low imageability) than for "easy" items (high frequency and high imageability; t(14) = −6.7; P \< .001).

3.4. Lesion-symptom analyses-- VLSM {#s0090}
-----------------------------------

The VLSM analyses for the BNT task score revealed associations with the damage of structures within the left middle (MTG) and inferior temporal gyri (Z = 4.7, permutation-based FWER corrected, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, see also [@bb0275]), but no voxels were significantly associated with the total score of semantic paraphasias, PPT or SPT tasks using the same correction method.Fig. 3Lesion overlap maps (left panel) and VLSM results maps (right panel) for the Boston Naming Test (BNT; N = 62). The lesion overlap maps are displayed starting from 20% of overlap - the minimal threshold established for the voxels to be involved in the analysis and extended until 50% of the overlap, for visualization purposes. The VLSM results start from the threshold surviving the permutation-based family-wise error rate (permutation-based FWER) correction (P \< .05) and is extended to more stringent statistical significance values (P \< .01) for visualization purposes. Images are displayed in neurological convention.Fig. 3

3.5. Visual assessment of lesions site related to normal and pathological scores on the SPT task {#s0095}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Following the intraoperative results on the SPT task, we performed a visual exploration of lesion distribution as a function of the SPT score. We divided our sample into two groups: participants presenting pathological scores (Z ≤ −2.5) and participants with normal scores (Z ≥ −1.5). This visual comparison of the overlap of lesions classified per group ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}) showed that the normal scores on the SPT task were related to the presence of lesions located around the Sylvian fissure and superior to the latter, whereas the pathological scores were associated with lesions mainly encompassing the left middle and inferior temporal gyri.Fig. 4Lesion overlap of participants with pathological score (Z ≤ −2.5, N = 26) on Semantic Pairs Task (SPT) contrasted with the lesion map of participants with normal scores on this task (Z ≥ −1.5, N = 8).Fig. 4

3.6. Visualization of white-matter pathways and track-wise lesion-deficit analysis {#s0100}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The deterministic manual reconstruction of IFOF, ILF, and UF with DTI in vivo virtual dissections (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) confirmed that the integrity of ILF and IFOF was directly compromised in all individuals undergoing intraoperative ESM for semantic processing, whereas the UF was damaged in eight participants.

Quantitatively, the probability of disruption of the tracts of interest was above chance level in 52 of 62 individuals for the IFOF, in 41 for the ILF and in 38 for the UF. The mean proportion of damage was of: 0.11 ± 0.11 for the IFOF; 0.66 ± 0.45 for the ILF and 0.17 ± 0.22 for the UF. Importantly, Tractotron allowed us estimating the level of disconnection/damage of specific white matter tracts in two participants in whom the DWI data were not available. In these participants (P31 and P36, see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), the track-wise analysis revealed a high probability of damage (\>50%) for all the tracts of interest. Furthermore, the proportion of disconnected tracts showed that, in both individuals, ILF was damaged the most significantly (Z-score \> 1.96, see supplementary material).

We used Tractotron values to estimate the relationships between damage of specific tract (probability and proportion, [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}) and task performance. In this manner, we aimed to complement our VLSM results providing results pinpointing to WM more precisely. In line with the intraoperative observations, results of the Mann-Whitney U test revealed that the level of performance on the SPT task was significantly higher for the individuals with a preserved IFOF integrity (Mdn = −1.09) than for those presenting its disconnection (Mdn = −4.7; see [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} for U- and P- values). When the continuous measures of tracts disconnection probability were implemented, the relationship between IFOF and SPT was not confirmed. However, two additional effects were revealed for this tract with the disconnection probability correlating with the performance on the PPT task and the number of semantic paraphasias (see [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} for the r~s~ and P values). Furthermore, track-wise probability results (both binary and continous) indicated that the performance on BNT relied on the integrity of all the tracts of interest. Scores in this task were significantly higher in participants with spared IFOF (Mdn = 10); ILF (Mdn = 10) and UF (Mdn = 9.5), than it was if these tracts were substantially damaged (Mdn = 6, Mdn = 6, Mdn = 5.5, respectively, see [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} for U- and P- values). Importantly, this observation was further confirmed by the significant correlations between the performance on BNT and the indices of proportion of disconnection in all the tracts. Finally, no significant relationships were detected between the tracts of interest and both the Sound Task and CCT.Table 4Mann-Whitney U tests results for the relationships between the specific tasks performance and the probability of the tracts disconnection/damage (binary measure) and Spearman correlation results for the links between the tasks performance and both probability and proportion (continuous measures) of the tracts disconnection/damage.Table 4IFOFILFUFProbabilityProportionProbabilityProportionProbabilityProportionBinaryContinuousContinuousBinaryContinuousContinuousBinaryContinuousContinuous**SPT**27.5[⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}--------------−0.319[⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}**PPT**--−0.305[⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.310[⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}----------−0.262[⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}**BNT**119[⁎⁎](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.490[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.474[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}197[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.635[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.588[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}203[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.435[⁎⁎⁎](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.423[⁎⁎](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}**Sem. paraphasias**--0.320[⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}--------------**The Sounds task**------------------**CCT**------------------[^5][^6][^7][^8]

4. Discussion {#s0105}
=============

In the present study, we provide new evidence for the crucial role of the left ventral pathways for language processing using combined intraoperative electrical stimulation mapping and lesion-symptom analyses.

We found that the electrical stimulation at the level of IFOF/ILF disrupted semantic processing during the semantic matching task (SPT). Moreover, the track-wise analysis revealed that the preoperative scores on the SPT task were associated with the probability of IFOF damage ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, see also [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, both the track-wise and the VLSM findings support the previously shown robust relationship between the naming tasks and the integrity of the ventrally located brain areas. The same was only partially confirmed for the total count of semantic paraphasias (moderate association with the IFOF disconnection probability) which, in turn, appeared frequently during tumoral resections within the left temporal lobe.

4.1. Preoperative findings {#s0110}
--------------------------

Using the presurgical anatomical neuroimaging data, we performed VSLM and track-wise analyses for both semantic matching tasks and the Boston Naming Test (commonly used in ESM), with a specific focus on the number of semantic paraphasias before surgery. These analyses revealed strong links between the total normalized score on the BNT and with both the left MTG and the inferior temporal cortices (VLSM outcome, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) and additionally with the integrity of the IFOF, ILF, and UF (track-wise indices). This outcome is of the utmost importance for the individuals with a brain tumor -- firstly, this area represents an anatomical hyper-connected hub, where several white matter structures converge (including IFOF, ILF, direct and indirect segments of arcuate fasciculus, middle longitudinal fasciculus and transcallosal projections; Turken & Dronkers, 2011) and secondly -- the posterior MTG has been suggested as crucial for learning the meaning of new words. The language learning model by [@bb0340] emphasizes the specific role of the MTG as a multimodal semantic processing "hub" involved in storing and accessing long-term conceptual knowledge, lexico-semantic processing, and semantic integration. Several studies showed clear activation in this region when participants were acquiring the meaning of new words ([@bb0260]; [@bb0330]). Furthermore, the strength of the white matter pathways running beneath these left temporal areas can predict the success in the semantic learning ([@bb0320]). In addition, our findings completed the results by Papagno and collaborators who reported that, at 3 months after surgery, participants after surgical removal of the UF were obtaining significantly lower scores in picture naming when compared to the group with spared UF ([@bb2020]). Our output also extended previous results reported in stroke ([@bb0045]), showing a robust relationship between the occurrence of lesions in MTG and naming scores. In a similar fashion, [@bb0105] showed that the damage to UF correlated with the deficits in semantic processing as assessed by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test in individuals with Primary Progressive Aphasia. In healthy subjects, [@bb0320], showed an association between the microstructural properties of the UF and the cross-situational semantic learning.

Importantly, we could not confirm in our sample, VLSM- based relationships with semantic processing as measured by semantic matching tasks (using permutation-based FWER correction method). However, we did find a moderate effect for the track-wise measure of IFOF disruption probability and both PPT and SPT semantic matching tasks, as well as with the total count of semantic paraphasias in the BNT. These track-wise results suggest that future work should be necessarily undertaken in order to further explore the involvement of the IFOF in mental operations of this kind. Importantly, although the number of preoperative semantic paraphasias correlated with the track-wise index of IFOF integrity, the VLSM analysis did not confirm similar relationships between the integrity of areas comprising the left ventral pathways for language and the same preoperative score. This means that counting the number of semantic paraphasias is still not sensitive enough for the preoperative assessment of semantic processing in individuals with brain tumors, which is also at odds with a previous report by Schwartz and collaborators (2009). These authors performed a VLSM analysis in 64 post-stroke individuals and showed a strong relationship between semantic errors in naming and left anterior temporal lobe lesions. However, stroke is an acute brain insult, whereas brain tumors develop over months or years ([@bb0245]). Therefore, plasticity mechanisms appearing in the presence of slow-growing brain tumors, but absent in abrupt brain damage, may explain these differences ([@bb0220]; [@bb0200]).

4.2. Intraoperative findings {#s0115}
----------------------------

The first relevant outcome showed that the participants from our sample produced more semantic paraphasias during tumor resection than during the ESM at the cortical level, confirming previous intrasurgical observations using electrical stimulation mapping ([@bb0155]; [@bb0345]). This result may also indicate that this type of error appears once a severe disconnection of the WM has occurred. Furthermore, we observed that the number of semantic paraphasias occurring during tumoral resection positively correlated with the lesion volume, which goes in line with a study showing that the amount of resected tissue in individuals with unilateral temporal lobe sclerosis predicted the severity of semantic impairment ([@bb0230]). We also observed that the appearance of semantic paraphasias is extremely unusual during brain surgery (see results section), and some participants were not committing any errors of this kind.

In contrast to the intraoperative semantic paraphasias observed during the naming task, we were able to observe semantic errors in all participants with the SPT task. Moreover, the number of preoperative errors in the SPT task predicted the intraoperative performance ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, we did not observe a clear effect of word frequency in the SPT task performed during tumoral resection. A lack of this effect was suggested as a characteristic of semantic access deficits (in contrast to semantic storage degradation, [@bb0420]; [@bb0090]; [@bb0205]). This result therefore pinpoints that brain tumors probably do not compromise semantic storage. Nonetheless, we observed a clear effect of words imageability during surgery, which confirms a previous study showing difficulties in dealing with abstract concepts in individuals undergoing anterior temporal lobe resection for the treatment of temporal lobe epilepsy ([@bb0230]). Of equal interest, participants dealt better with words of high semantic accessibility ([@bb0280]), meaning that the words which tend to come to mind in free association to a greater variety of different cues were less easily impacted by the electrical stimulation at the ILF/IFOF intersection level. Semantic accessibility is one of the measures associated with semantic neighborhood ([@bb2040]), which in our sample was expected to relate with the number of errors that the participants produce in the semantic matching task. Indeed, it was previously observed that semantic neighbors are sensitive to impairments of cognitive control, presumably due to increased difficulty resolving ambiguity and rejecting partially activated distractors ([@bb0265]). We have predicted such a relationship since participant's lesions at inclusion potentially compromised of at least one of the critical hubs for cognitive control in semantic processing (i.e. inferior frontal regions, the anterior temporal lobe and the middle/superior temporal gyri; [@bb0265]). We also observed that errors for the items of high difficulty (low imageability and low frequency) occurred significantly more often than for low difficulty (high frequency and imageability) items. In the future, the aforementioned effects may help in creating different levels of task difficulty and semantic accessibility depending on individual's preoperative performance and the stage of surgery.

Regarding the differences between the semantic tasks used here, an interesting aspect is that the error rate was higher for SPT than for the PPT. One possible explanation for this discrepancy may be due to different levels of complexity between the tasks (2 versus 3 alternative choices) with the SPT task requiring maintaining more items in short term memory than in the PPT task. A similar result was observed in individuals with aphasia, where increasing working memory load significantly reduced accuracy during a synonym judgment task ([@bb0250]). Another plausible reason may be that the tasks involved two distinct types of stimuli. Each stimulus in the PPT is composed of black and white line drawings of concrete, everyday life objects. Thus, individuals could perform the task even if they were unable to evoke the name of the objects (using no intermediary lexical access). In contrast, the SPT involves written words that represent concepts varying in their frequency and imageability. Importantly in this sense, the SPT task had to rely on the use of phonological intermediary and semantic-lexical access (see [@bb2060]; [@bb0140]). Since the SPT task performance required more cognitive operations or short-term memory load, it may have been more easily impaired in presence of a brain lesion. The latter interpretation fits with the hypothesis that semantic access difficulties are related to the disruption of control mechanisms within the semantic system ([@bb0205]). Moreover, the link between the lowered SPT performance and IFOF disconnection also pinpoints the role of the frontal cortex in sematic selection. Within the framework of the dual stream models for language processing ([@bb0190]; [@bb0365], [@bb0315]; [@bb0435], [@bb0225]; [@bb0070]; [@bb0115]; [@bb2070]; [@bb0170], [@bb0410]), our results go in line with previous research in stroke showing that acute impairments in comprehension are associated with temporo-prefrontal damage (Kümmerer et al., 2013). In the same vein, [@bb0270] recently showed that a semantic recognition factor (semantic judgment and word-to-picture matching tasks) was associated with lesions located in WM pathways medial to the insula and lateral to the basal ganglia. Strikingly, these results pinpointed that the semantic recognition VLSM map was located within the UF, IFOF and thalamic radiations, this area being a "bottleneck" for the connectivity between the frontal lobe and other regions crucial for speech processing.

Importantly, our results reappraise those from [@bb0015]. We have initially questioned the role of the IFOF in semantic processing, being this tract not directly connected to the ATL. In light of our results, we suggest that WM connections projecting to the frontal lobe may be equally important to perform semantic tasks, indicating that the semantic difficulties observed in individuals with brain tumor might be associated with semantic control or selection deficiency rather than with semantic storage deterioration (see [@bb0205]).

Our intraoperative results may be also interpreted in light of the comprehensive computational model of access to the semantic system ([@bb0180]). These authors claimed that albeit the degradation of semantic representations (1) could be due to damage involving cortical neurons within the semantic system (information encoding), the access type impairment (2) could be related to a lack of correct neuromodulation within WM systems. This neuromodulation is normally implicated in an efficient regulation of normal refractory processes within the cortical semantic network. The adequacy of this model for our data interpretation is further strengthened when considering the particularity of the ESM approach. [@bb0180] based their rationale on biological phenomena of synaptic depression -- typical reduction in the activity of synapses after repetitive firing -- and hypothesized that brain insults (e.g. stroke) may cause abnormal levels of this synaptic depression. Thus, if the damage occurs within the temporal lobes, it may lead to a neuromodulatory breakdown and a reversible disruption of the semantic system. Moreover, in the context of the electrical stimulation at the white matter level, it has been hypothesized that transient inhibition of axonal conduction may explain the temporary disruption of brain function induced by the CUSA ([@bb0095]). Thus, the electrical stimulation generated by CUSA action may cause similar abnormal levels of synaptic depression and, in consequence, result in a reduction of correct functioning of the semantic system. Interestingly, according to this model, these impairments should be reversible. Therefore, the post-surgical follow-up of the individuals composing our sample will be of utmost importance.

4.3. Limitations {#s0120}
----------------

Several limitations to the current research deserve to be mentioned. First, intraoperatively, we could not monitor selectively WM fibers belonging either to the IFOF or to the ILF. These two tracts are in an intimate contact in their traverse within the temporal lobe, and the current methodology did not enable us sufficient precision. Second, despite the fact that track-wise analysis provided a complementary data-driven approach that strikingly converged with the ESM data, results of this analysis on the IFOF must be cautiously interpreted. Indeed, Tractotron calculates the impact of a lesion on the WM matter circuitry assuming its normal distribution. However, brain tumors can easily displace or infiltrate WM fibers ([@bb0235]) and thus, the software may indicate a disruption even if the tract is preserved. It is also important to bear in mind that Tractotron could generate the same score of a lesion impact regardless of the manner and direction in which the lesion intersects the tract. The third shortcoming is associated with a relatively liberal level of presenting the statistical results (Spearman correlations at the level of P = .05 uncorrected). However, given that the results from three different methodologies converged (intraoperative electrical stimulations, the comparison between lesion distribution between participants with normal and pathological scores and track-wise lesion analyses) in showing relationships between semantic processing and the left middle and inferior temporal areas, we considered presenting our results even with moderate statistical strength. The fourth limitation may be related to the fact that the ventral streams for language processing are bilateral ([@bb0160]; Egger et al., 2015 for the IFOF and ILF) and that traditionally the left-lateralized tracts were associated with language processing (e.g. AF, [@bb2090] or frontal aslant tract, [@bb3010]). However, we assume that, although structurally the ventral pathways for language are bilaterally distributed, their function for semantic processing may still be left-lateralized. In this sense, [@bb0360] reported left-lateralized functional activations related to object naming and semantic matching. In addition, a vast meta-analysis of semantic processing-related tasks revealed the implication of temporal and frontal lobes, similarly within the left hemisphere ([@bb0040]). In the same vein, Lambon-Ralph and colleagues (2012) observed that naming and word-picture matching may be more impaired in individuals treated for epilepsy, if the unilateral temporal lobe resection was performed in the left hemisphere. Finally, a variety of plastic and compensatory mechanisms induced by different types of lesions (low-grade tumors, which are growing slowly as opposed to the rapidly growing high-grade tumors) may have substantially changed the neural representation of language functions ([@bb0060]; [@bb3020]; [@bb0165]; for a review see [@bb0220]; [@bb0145]; [@bb0230]). Future work is needed to better understand the specific neuropathological mechanisms underlying the spectrum of language disorders observed in individuals with brain tumors.

5. Conclusions {#s0125}
==============

In this study, we support the relationship between the left ventral white matter language-related pathways and semantic processing by showing that the electrical stimulation at the level of IFOF/ILF disrupted semantic processing during object naming and/or semantic matching tasks in 16 individuals undergoing awake brain surgery. Additionally, track-wise analyses of semantic processing supported the intraoperative findings, showing, that the level of performance on the SPT task was significantly higher in participants who preserved IFOF integrity than in those who did not. Importantly, lesion volume positively correlated with the number of intraoperative semantic paraphasias produced during tumor resection. We propose the use of the SPT task in surgical interventions for intrinsic lesions compromising the integrity of the ventral pathways for language processing.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0150}
==============================
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[^1]: f, female; WHO, World Health Organization; M, Mean; SD, Standard deviation.

[^2]: Not confirmed by biopsy, HG, high-grade, LG, low-grade.

[^3]: BNT, Boston Naming Test; SS, Scalar Score; PPT, Pyramids and Palm Trees Test; SPT, Semantic Pairs Task; CCT, Camel and Cactus Test; NWR, non-words repetition.

[^4]: Sem. paraph., semantic paraphasia; PPT, Pyramids and Palm Trees Test; SPT, Semantic Pairs Task; HF/HI, High frequency/high imageability; LF/LI, Low frequency/low imageability;\*, results on the imageability and frequency measures were not taken into account for the Participant 31 due a to an extremely low number of items presented (10 items, 6 correct)

[^5]: CCT, Camel and Cactus Test; BNT, Boston Naming Test; PPT, Pyramids and Palm Trees Test; SPT, Semantic Pairs Task; IFOF-inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; ILF-inferior longitudinal fasciculus; UF, uncinate fasciculus.

[^6]: P \< .05.

[^7]: P \< .01.

[^8]: P \< .001
